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and yet at the same time it was not—an ideal type of cabinet.
Hitler, if he became chancellor would become so as the Presi-
dent's nominee, not as the leader of the greatest party in the
state., and as the President's nominee he could use his position
as the leader of the greatest party in the state to negotiate a
majority which was desirable simply to avoid defeats and dis-
solutions. The President reminded him that in their cordial talk
Hitler had begun by claiming the chancellorship as a party right
and had assured the President that he could find a parliamentary
majority for himself. If that were so., then everything was well
The presidial cabinet would be perfectly constitutional and,
though that was not added, completely at the mercy of the
President,
The revelation was a nasty one. The championship of dictator-
ship, the prophet of all or nothing, was revealed as ready to
negotiate for a majority as servilely as a Marxist politician. Strasser
saw the danger, heard the murmurs of disillusion in the party,
and begged the Leader to take the chancellorship. That was
the essential; Reichschancellor Adolf Hitler were magic words
of salvation. He could argue afterwards from the lofty eminence
to which acceptance would carry him. But Hitler would not listen.
He was well embarked on a hair-splitting argument and he wanted
to continue it.
Back went his answer, a long and verbose composition which
reveals even after the severe overhauling it got from more intel-
ligent subordinates, all the heavy painfulness of his mental pro-
cesses. He felt that the President's definition of a presidial cabinet
was not compatible with the accepted definition of a parliamentary
cabinet; he was all for democracy now, all for the tyranny of the
parties. Besides, the President was not fair to a loyal subject. What
other chancellor had ever had his liberty so straitly circumscribed?
Surely the President still recognized that the situation of Germany
—he called it catastrophic, hardly a tactful summing-up of the
results of two years' presidial government—demanded that the
chancellor have full powers. The parties were not so willing as
the President supposed to support him, so his envoy Goering
now reported in clumsy repudiation of his former confidence. He

